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This is the entire book on Cd-rom in PDF
format. A computer is required to read this
book. The Gibbs line of wildcat cartridges
has aroused curiosity since the mid-1960s.
Handloaders expound and argue the
velocity claims and cartridge designs of
Rocky Gibbs. Gibbs developed his interest
in handloading while a member of the
Richmond, California, Rod & Gun Club.
His competitive nature led to an intense
desire to produce a cartridge that was
bigger, better, faster and more complete
than any other. He was severely criticized
for his cartridge case design. Nearly
everyone complained about the minimum
length of the case necks. Gibbs was also
accused of inflating the Gibbs cartridge
velocities. He was willing to risk his
reputation to prove he had maximized the
available space in a .30-06 case. When it
comes to velocity, a Gibbs chambered rifle
with a standard barrel makes a magnum
with a short barrel just another rifle.
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Gibbs Rifle Cartridges? - the accurate forums I am contemplating the purchase of a used .375 Gibbs and was
wondering if anyone has any reloading experience with this cartridge? The rifle 270 Gibbs - Shooters Forum The .505
Gibbs is an awe-inspiring cartridge that enjoys the unusual distinction of having been undersold and underrated for most
of its 90-year history. Gibbs Cartridges and Front Ignition Loading Technique - Gibbs Rifles & Cartridges Wolfe Publishing You dont much hear about The Gibbs calibers here in the US anymore, but your right they are great
cartridges. I use a 243 for some of the Gibbs Cartridges CD-ROM by Rocky Gibbs - MidwayUSA Rocky Gibbs
developed the Gibbs line of cartridges in the early 50s. Based on the 30-06 case, the Gibbs was in essence another
presentation of an improved Gibbs Cartridges CD-ROM by Rocky Gibbs - MidwayUSA Buy Gibbs Cartridges and
Front Ignition Loading Technique on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Gibbs Rifles & Cartridges - Wolfe
Publishing The .505 Gibbs cartridge was designed by George Gibbs in 1911. The cartridge was originally known as the
.505 Rimless Nitro Express or simply as the .505 Get this from a library! Gibbs cartridges and front ignition loading
technique.. [Roger Stowers Rocky Gibbs] Dimensions for the .338 Gibbs cartridgeplease post. - the It was
recommended that I use 30-06 cases for the base cartridge. . Gibbs did recommend the bullet headspacing trick for
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forming his wildcats Rockys Little Rocket - Guns Magazine The Vintage .240 Gibbs Wildcat Still Rates As A
Top-Tier 6mm Screamer. Theres an ego lift in sticking your name on a newborn cartridge. Why? Wildcatting. .30 Gibbs
30-06 improv. - Forums For those of you interested in the Gibbs rifles and I know KSCO is, In this article Mr. Ackley
tests The Gibbs cartridges and they are wicked. Anyone know much about the 6.5-06 Imp., 30 Gibbs? - Reloading
for The 30 Gibbs is basically a 30-06 case but is slightly longer. Ken Howells book of custom cartridge design shows
the 30 but not the 35 Gibbs. .280 gibbs Shooters Forum In addition there was a set of RCBS .30 Gibbs dies What can
you tell me about these cartridges? Pros/cons? Any load data? Thanks .505 Gibbs - Wikipedia Introduced in 2008 the
.338 Xtreme cartridge (or .338 XT for short), is based on a necked down .505 Gibbs cartridge case with a sharper 35
degree shoulder .505 Gibbs - Norma Unlike the Ackley family of cartridges, which kept the neck/shoulder junction in
The Gibbs line of cartridges were made by blowing the whole .338 Xtreme - Wikipedia Is anyone here familiar with
the 8mm Gibbs? Is there anything that makes it stand out over the other Gibbs cartridges. I know ading Cartridge of the
Month: 505 Gibbs - Norma-USA This book on CD-ROM covers the Gibbs line of wildcat cartridges. Gibbs goal was
to create a bigger, better, and faster cartridge than any other available. Gibbs cartridges and front ignition loading
technique. (Book, 1993 Does someone have the dimensions for the .338 Gibbs cartridge that you could post? Id
appreciate it. Thanks ahead of time. Regards, AIU. Gibbs Cartridges - Alaska Outdoors Forums The .505 Gibbs
cartridge was designed for a maximum chamber pressure of 45,065 psi (Piezo) with most commercial loads yielding
chamber 7mmGibbs/280 AI - Benchrest Central I wondered if anyone on this forum is using the Gibbs cartridges. Im
interested in both cases and reloading data for an article I am writing. .35 Gibbs trixie mississipi - Alaska Outdoors
Forums The Gibbs line of wildcat cartridges has aroused curiosity since the mid-1960s. Handloaders expound and argue
the velocity claims and cartridge designs of .30 Gibbs @ This book on CD-ROM covers the Gibbs line of wildcat
cartridges. Gibbs goal was to create a bigger, better, and faster cartridge than any other available. Shakey Petes Shootin
Shack: Rocky Gibbs And His Cartridges In the cast of the Gibbs cartridges, that can be as simple as just taking a
cartridge, 25/06 for example, seating the bullet long and into the lands 240 Gibbs - Shooters Forum The Gibbs line of
wildcat cartridges has aroused curiosity since the mid-1960s. Handloaders expound and argue the velocity claims and
cartridge designs of 25 Gibbs - Shooters Forum As MSALM says, make a false shoulder to seat the brass and fireform
with the bullet firmly into the lands. The original Gibbs cartridges were Gibbs and Mashburn cartridges. - Forums
The .505 Gibbs is an awe-inspiring cartridge that enjoys the unusual distinction of having been undersold and underrated
for most of its 90-year history. 25-06 Gibbs - Shooters Forum But first, just for the record, let me state that the Gibbs
line of cartidge (great, much-maligned and overlooked cartridges!!) ARE a pain-a lot of .505 Gibbs - Norma A friend
let me borrow a CD that he got with a subscription to Handloader magazine. Had a large PDF file on Rocky Gibbs and
his wildcats. Origin of the .408 CheyTac - CheyTac USA, LLCCheyTac USA, LLC .505 Gibbs Wieland. The .505
Gibbs is an awe-inspiring cartridge that enjoys the unusual distinction of having been undersold and underrated
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